
NLIS tags orders helpful hints 

Tags can be order through the AAA website.  There is a tab on the front page menu Alpaca Tag Order Form - 
Australian Alpaca Associa on. 

Before comple ng the form make sure your PIC is up to date with the correct contact and address informa on. 

There are 2 types of NLIS tags. Choose which tag you would like and click on the appropriate order form bu on: 

Lightweight Electronic NLIS tags (a bu on in the ear) with no minimum order volume.  

 

 

NLIS RFID Rapid Tags (wraps around the ear). Rapid tags must be ordered in mul ples of 20. 

 

The tag layout will be printed and look like this. Both tag op ons will be readily viewed visually without an electronic 
reader “wand”. 

Just click “yes” on the order form for the long stem bu on if applicable. All fields will need to be completed to “Add 
to cart”. 

Colour choice 

Breeder tags you can choose either the colour scheme by year of birth, or you can choose yellow which is for any 
year as well as 2021.  
The yellow op on allows for tags purchased having a greater “shelf life” and can be ordered well in advance. 

Year Colour Scheme: 2019 GREEN | 2020 PURPLE | 2021 YELLOW | 2022 RED | 2023 BLUE | 2024 BLACK | 2025 
WHITE | 2026 ORANGE 

Breeder tags are for alpacas born on your property. Post breeder tags are all pink. Post breeder tags (pink tags) are 
only used on alpacas not born on your property.  

Specific start number choice 

For the series number you can choose your number range or you can ck auto flow.  

Auto flow selected for the first order will be #00001. When you click autoflow for your next order they will 
automa cally order the next available number. 

You can choose your own numbers by selec ng “Series Start Number” each me. The first digit can be a number or a 
le er. As an example, U0001 or 00001. This would have a full number sequence in 2023 star ng with your PIC 
number “ABCD1234” XAUU0001, or XAU00001. It is a 16 digit unique number. 

Applicator choice 

Both tag op ons have a separate applicator. These can be ordered via the AAA online shop, or from a local supplier. 


